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I just wanna get in that tub with you boy
Get nasty in a wet hot tub lovin
It's clean, it's clean, it's clean lovin
It's clean lovin
It's wet it's hot tub lovin

I just been lookin to get a little nasty
A little wet top a little wet tub rubbin lovin
It's clean for the lovin. Hot tub lovin

Maybe you drivin that tub to wet the floor
So test the smell of dove and reunite

Have you ever had a boy toy for hot tub lovin
With bubbles and hot 69 oh yeah and some lotion
it felt like lotion it vitalized and moisturized your every
pore
hot tub lovin

You know boy we can do it in the bedroom, outside, or
the hot tub
or in the bathtub, or in the ocean the ocean
it felt like some lotion it vitalized and moisturized your
every pore
Have you ever used lubricant or sex lotion in the
ocean?
in a hot tub or in a in a in a in a jacuzzi
Do your thing in slow motion in the ocean
Hot tub lovin get nasty nasty
Wet hot tub rubbin it's clean for the lovin

You had sex on the button brain. You had sex on the
button
Or any other drug for that matter to succeed
But when you're clean you just wanna get all up in it
And love in it it's called hot tub lovin
Using only your hands in his hair
Hot tub lovin
Have you ever used lubricant or sex lotion?
Do your thing in slow motion
It's called hot tub lovin
Do your thing in slow motion
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Hot tub lovin
Yo man I'm looking to get nasty
In a hot tub

I want some rubbin I want some lovin
I want some hot tub lovin
I want some rubbin
I want some lotion all over my body
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